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Mission Statement


Echo offers quality womenswear with socio-economically aware prices. 
It aims to contribute to the sustainable development of both the society 
and the environment with which we interact. Echo’s ability to 
understand customers’ needs, and thereby connect with them on an 
emotional level is the reason for its success. Through our business 
model we strive to maintain our eco-friendly, socially, and economically 
aware brand image in all aspects 
 
	  



       Mission Statement	  
�
Echo strives to produce unique products that are 
manufactured under good working conditions, and with 
little impact on the environment. Echo continues to 
manufacture eco-friendly, practical urbanwear with a 
fantastical flare. with informative market research and a 
stable strategy, Echo apparel encompasses outerwear, 
night and day sportswear for both formal and informal 
events. Moreover, Echo is committed to interlacing social 
and environmental concerns into all business operations; 
investing in celebrity endorsement is of prime importance.  
	  



            Echo Clients�

�
Our consumer base consists of a 15-30 year old target market. It 
generally includes highschool, college, or postgraduate 
students. The Echo purchaser resides in an urban/suburban 
setting and enjoys cooking, attending concerts, exploring, 
reading, painting, and partaking in spontaneous activities. The 
consumer is independent, eco-conscious, and cultured. They shop 
more out of necessity than leisure and have schedules that are 
more work-oriented.  
	  



�
�

      Market Strategy�

�
Echo is solely dependent on consumer surveys, 
reactions, and feedback as a source of market 
research. In this way, Echo is able to adapt its 
marketing strategy to suit the needs of its 
forward-thinking target market. The seasonal 
retail price points for core products range from 
$15 to $90, while novelty items range from $150-
$200 . Each season the design team develops 
concepts together, under the umbrella theme of 
"Fantasy"; typically stories, songs, and poems with 
a fantastical element.   
	  



	  

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  Market Strategy �
�
To raise brand awareness; blogging. general advertising, 
regular sales, large discounts, celebrity endorsement. We 
use celebrities such as Natalie Portman, Cameron Diaz, Alicia 
Silverstone, Ellen Degeneres, Adrian Grenier, Jennifer 
Aniston, and Salma Hayek. Specifically because these people 
are known to be actively involved in the green movement.  �
�
to make novelty items affordable; we depend on 
accessories, impulse items, and various other cheaper 
products to sustain the product life cycle of items that have 
a higher manufacturing cost. In this way, we can spread the 
total manufacturing cost of few specialty items across an 
extensive and more affordable product line.    
	  



�

                 Market Strategy�
�
To keep prices as affordable as possible;  we 
follow all the latest innovations in the clothing 
manufacturing. We need to find ways to increase 
efficiency, cut costs and keep prices low while raising 
quality. 
�
To make shopping easier and more enjoyable for 
buyer; we will take advantage of technology and aim 
to make shopping online and offline smoother. Easier. 
Less painless. More enjoyable.�

Online: egroupon –Offers deals to people when buying 
power is low, or when purchasing is slow. 
  
Offline:  Square – mobile device you can plug into 
smartphone or iphone. It accepts credit/debit card 
payments; if every store assistant had one, a customer 
could check out anywhere in the store. Find a store 
assistant and he can make transaction on spot. 
	  	  
	  



        Market Strategy�
�
To boost brand identity: we follow an 
ecolabelling system which we attach onto our 
hangtags. Ecolabelling is an easy system that 
classifies how sustainable a product is. It informs 
the consumer and thus helps them make a more 
conscious choice when purchasing Echo products.  
Rough example: �

•    A – organic ethical sustainable
•    B – ethical with some work to sustainable
•    C – ethical
•    D – not bad, not good either�
•    E – needs improving
•    F – some organic, ethical or sustainable
•    G – not organic, ethical or sustainable
	  	  
	  



  Survey
The survey gave us a basis 
In determining the initial 
Price points. 

It also gave us a more accurate 
Idea of our competition 



                Competition�

�
�
Echo's competition remains to be massive and well established RTW 
brands that cater to the masses with low prices, such as Gap, 
Abercrombie, H&M, and UrbanOutfitters. However, Echo's unique selling 
point resides in its manufacturing policy of using  recycled fabric from 
thrift stores, scrap factories, recycling centers, donations and the 
like. With these "scrapbook" fabrics, the same pattern is mass produced 
and made accessible online and offline. Echo maintains its high sale 
rates at affordable prices via a broad distribution channel and various 
incentives. Sales discounts, window displays, blogs, an enjoyably smooth 
shopping experience and the shop environment, all contribute to raising 
Echo's accessibility and popularity in order to bring about a larger and 
more environmentally conscious market. 
	  



                 Competition �
	  
1.Massive and well established RTW brands that cater to the 
masses with low prices, such as Gap, Abercrombie, Urban 
Outfitters and H&M. 
�
Ie. H&M’s S/S Conscious Collection ranged from $20 to $299.
 
 
2. Smaller companies that follow more sustainable methods of 
production and have a more focused target market such as the 
Bioshirt Company (Berlin), Nudie Jeans (Sweden), Rapanui (UK), 
and Kami Organic (Paris). 
	  	  
	  	  
	  	  
	  

Lower Product Pricing Higher product pricing 

Bioshirt Company; $40-
$100

Nudie Jeans; $165-$425

Rapanui; $40-$70 Kami Organic; $190-$705
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Upcycling is a design solution to an 
environmental problem.	  	  
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